THE 914 SEMI-AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVER MANIFOLD AVAILABLE IN BRASS AND STAINLESS STEEL IS A WORKHOURSE IN MANY PROCESSES AND LABORATORIES.

SGD PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE LINE OF PRESSURE REGULATORS FOR VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION

THE AUTO-LOGIC II TOUCH SCREEN ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVER MANIFOLD PROVIDES HIGH TECHNOLOGY CONTROL AT A LOW TECHNOLOGY COST. AVAILABLE IN BRASS AND STAINLESS STEEL

THE ULTRA-LOGIC HAS ALL THE FEATURES OF THE AUTO-LOGIC, PLUS DATA LOGGING, INTERNET CONTROL OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND ALARM NOTIFICATION.

SGD POINT OF USE PANELS ARE A CONVENIENT ORGANIZED WAY TO DELIVER GASES TO YOUR INSTRUMENTATION OR PROCESSES.
THE IMPROVED DESIGN 8010 AND 8000 CARTRIDGE GAS PURIFIERS REMOVE A VARIETY OF IMPURITIES FROM GAS STREAMS AT A REASONABLE COST.

• RELIEVES CRYOGENIC CONTAINER PRESSURE AT LESS THAN 40DB. NORMAL CRYOGENIC SAFETIES POP AT OVER 100DB (THE SOUND OF A SHOTGUN BLAST)

• REDUCES CONTAINER LOSSES TO 2 SCFH (MAINTAINS LIQUID IN A CRYOGENIC CONTAINER FOR UP TO 50 DAYS)

• EASILY INSTALLED ON ANY CRYOGENIC CONTAINER

• AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF PRESSURE SETTINGS

THE 9900 SERIES LOW GAS PRESSURE ALARMS WARNS THE USER THAT THE CYLINDER NEEDS TO BE REPLACED

THE IMPROVED DESIGN 8010 AND 8000 CARTRIDGE GAS PURIFIERS REMOVE A VARIETY OF IMPURITIES FROM GAS STREAMS AT A REASONABLE COST.

THIS 118 MINUTE, 2 DISC VIDEO IS A MUST FOR ANY COMPANIES TRAINING LIBRARY